Effects of excitotoxic lesions of the basolateral amygdala on conditional discrimination learning with primary and conditioned reinforcement.
Rats with excitotoxic lesions of the basolateral amygdala (BLA) were not impaired in the acquisition of an appetitive visuospatial conditional discrimination between stimuli varying in temporal frequency that has previously been shown to be sensitive to the effects of lesions of the striatum and cingulate cortex. After asymptotic performance was attained, discrimination was reinforced according to a fixed ratio (FR) schedule under which n presentations of sucrose were provided following n correct responses; each correct response also being reinforced immediately by a light acting as a conditioned reinforcer. Under these conditions of reinforcement when FRn=5, BLA-lesioned rats initially showed transient impairments in several aspects of performance, but rapidly attained control levels over subsequent test sessions. No further impairments occurred when FRn=10/20. However, in various conditions of extinction, further differences in performance were revealed between the BLA-lesioned and control groups, notably a significantly enhanced resistance to extinction when both sucrose and conditioned reinforcement were omitted. The results are discussed in terms of limbic-striatal mechanisms in the control of discrimination learning and the possible role of the amygdala in the mediation of different aspects of conditioned reinforcement.